WARNING

- Do NOT use TETHRD® products without reading all safety warnings and directions.
- Do NOT use TETHRD® products until you have watched ALL instructional videos and warnings at www.TethrdNation.com or www.TethrdNation.com.
- Do NOT use TETHRD® products until you have practiced on the ground with all your equipment and are 100% confident with the system.
- Do NOT use TETHRD® products until you have practiced in the dark to prepare for a hunting scenario.
- Do NOT ascend or descend a tree in the dark without a hands free light.
- Do NOT use TETHRD® products without first inspecting them for damage or excessive wear.
- Do NOT use any safety products (ropes, carabiners, etc.) that are not climbing rated.
- Do NOT ascend or descend a tree with climbing methods that are untested or untrusted.
- Do NOT ascend or descend a tree without being connected to the trunk at all times.
- Do NOT use the TETHRD® saddles without fastening the waist or leg straps and keeping them snug.
- Do NOT remove your TETHRD® climbing belt for any reason while climbing until you are safely connected to the tree with your tree belt.
- Do NOT remove your tree tether from the tree until your lineman’s climbing belt is safely attached around the tree.
- Do NOT allow slack in your lineman’s climbing belt or tree tether. They are to remain tight at all times.
- Do NOT climb above your lineman’s climbing belt. It should always be above waist level.
- Do NOT climb above your tree tether. Slack in your tree tether is dangerous and could cause serious injury or death.
- Do NOT use your lineman’s climbing belt or tree tether without a stopper knot tied in the free end.
- Do NOT exceed the total weight limit of TETHRD® products. Total weight includes yourself and your gear. Exceeding the total weight limit can result in serious injury or death.

Below is the image of one page of a document, as well as some raw textual content that was previously extracted for it. Just return the plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally. Do not hallucinate.
PUTTING ON YOUR SADDLE - EBERHART SIGNATURE SERIES

Before putting on your TETHRD® Eberhart Signature Series Saddle (E.S.S.) it is important to familiarize yourself with the saddle features before hunting with it.

1. Hold the waistbelt (a) around your waist (Fig 1.2).
2. Buckle the waistbelt (a) around the waist and adjust snugly. (Fig 1.2)
3. At least 3 inches of webbing tail must extend from the waistbelt buckle after the waistbelt has been adjusted correctly. Adjusting the three-bar sliders (b) on the waistbelt may be necessary to extend the length of the webbing tail to the correct length.
4. Pull the leg loop center between your legs and up to the leg loop connection (c) (Fig 1.3), then secure the adjustable hook buckles (d) and adjust snugly as drop testing suggests that leg loops help in an event of a fall (Fig. 1.3). On the E.S.S the leg loop (c) will be located on the bridge rings. Be certain the webbing is not twisted.
5. The waistbelt must fit snugly around your waist. It should ride below your rib cage and above the top of your hip bone. The leg loops should fit snugly, as drop testing suggests that leg loops help in an event of a fall, but shouldn't restrict movement.
6. For detailed video instructions visit our website at www.TethrdNation.com

ADJUSTING THE BRIDGE (E.S.S. SADDLE ONLY)

1. Inspect your bridge strap (a) before every hunt for signs of wear and damage.
2. NEVER remove the triglide buckle (b) from the bridge strap or the bridge strap from the bridge ring (c) for any reason.
3. Locate the triglide buckle (b) on the bridge strap (a) on the E.S.S. saddle.
4. Using your hands, pull the tag end of the bridge strap in or out to the desired length (Fig 2.2).
5. Once adjusted to your preferred length (Fig. 2.2), applying weight to the bridge strap will cause the triglide to hold securely.
6. Try different bridge lengths quickly and easily to achieve maximum comfort.
7. For detailed video instructions visit our website at www.TethrdNation.com